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Value of the clientValue of the client

�� Client drives protocol flow so can determine ...Client drives protocol flow so can determine ...

�� What is the smallest set of SMBWhat is the smallest set of SMB PDUs PDUs that that
could be used by a client without loss ofcould be used by a client without loss of
function or performance?function or performance?

–– How different is the answer for WindowsHow different is the answer for Windows
2000 vs. Linux?2000 vs. Linux?

�� And a well written, easily available, modifiableAnd a well written, easily available, modifiable
reference client would promote interoperability.reference client would promote interoperability.
–– smbfssmbfs? JCIFS?? JCIFS?



Value of the clientValue of the client

�� A consensus is emerging that smallA consensus is emerging that small
enhancements are needed to keep CIFSenhancements are needed to keep CIFS
ahead of NFS andahead of NFS and WebDAV WebDAV in intranet in intranet
file sharingfile sharing

�� Many of these changes could beMany of these changes could be
invaluable for a smart CIFS clientinvaluable for a smart CIFS client

�� ... but there is constant tension... but there is constant tension
(especially for clients) between perfect(especially for clients) between perfect
reliability/interoperability and enhancedreliability/interoperability and enhanced
features/performancefeatures/performance



ClientClient

�� Most attention has been on serverMost attention has been on server
–– Example: Samba vs.Example: Samba vs. smbfs smbfs

»»   JustJust smbd smbd (main server daemon) alone is more (main server daemon) alone is more
than 20KLOCthan 20KLOC vs vs

»» VFSVFS filesystem Smbfs filesystem Smbfs (less than 4KLOC) and (less than 4KLOC) and
all related utilities for mount and sessionall related utilities for mount and session
establishment (client and library functions lessestablishment (client and library functions less
than 14 KLOC)than 14 KLOC)

–– Server performance optimization is bigServer performance optimization is big
foucsfoucs
»» benchmarks often show performance of serverbenchmarks often show performance of server

with client constant (rather than reverse)with client constant (rather than reverse)
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Current ClientsCurrent Clients

�� FilesystemsFilesystems (IFS or VFS like) (IFS or VFS like)
–– Windows 2000 and XPWindows 2000 and XP

»» Viewed by many as the reference clientViewed by many as the reference client

–– Windows 9x, Windows MEWindows 9x, Windows ME

–– ThursbyThursby Macintosh Clients Macintosh Clients

–– BSDBSD smbfs smbfs

–– AppleApple

–– SharitySharity

–– LinuxLinux Smbfs Smbfs

–– OS/400OS/400



Current Clients - other typesCurrent Clients - other types

�� Client SMB Utilities such asClient SMB Utilities such as
–– SmbclientSmbclient - ftp like - ftp like

–– Various utilities built onVarious utilities built on smblib smblib

�� Java Clients such asJava Clients such as
–– JCIFSJCIFS



Some URLs for more infoSome URLs for more info

–– SmbclientSmbclient http://www.samba.org http://www.samba.org

–– JCIFS http://JCIFS http://jcifsjcifs.samba.org.samba.org

–– Another JCIFS:Another JCIFS:
www.hranitzky.purespace.de/jcifs/jcifs.htmwww.hranitzky.purespace.de/jcifs/jcifs.htm

–– jSMB jSMB http://members.nbci.com/harikris_vhttp://members.nbci.com/harikris_v

–– SharitySharity light:   light:  http://www.obdev.at/products/sharity-http://www.obdev.at/products/sharity-
lightlight

–– LinuxLinux
SmbfsSmbfs::http://www.kernel.org/pub/linux/kernel/2.4http://www.kernel.org/pub/linux/kernel/2.4

–– http://http://cvswebcvsweb..netbsdnetbsd.org/.org/bsdwebbsdweb..cgicgi//syssrcsyssrc/sys//sys/smbfssmbfs//
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CIFS StatusCIFS Status

�� Working:Working:
–– Mount in kernel at NTLM levelMount in kernel at NTLM level
–– Unicode or ASCIIUnicode or ASCII
–– Most Current level of Most Current level of SMBs SMBs following CIFS T/Rfollowing CIFS T/R
–– Open, Read, Write, Release (close)Open, Read, Write, Release (close)
–– Get and Set AttributesGet and Set Attributes
–– Readdir Readdir (for small to medium sized directories)(for small to medium sized directories)
–– Passes 5 of first 7 tests attemptedPasses 5 of first 7 tests attempted

�� Not implemented:Not implemented:
–– Chmod Chmod (777 returned), Native CIFS ACL/(777 returned), Native CIFS ACL/SecurityDescriptorsSecurityDescriptors
–– LockingLocking
–– Distrubuted Distrubuted caching/caching/oplockoplock, MMAP, MMAP
–– KerberosKerberos/SPNEGO Authentication/SPNEGO Authentication



Problem areasProblem areas

�� Mount does not pass UNC name:Mount does not pass UNC name:
–– Mount //server/share /Mount //server/share /mnt mnt ––o user=name,pass=o user=name,pass=

�� Hard to detect mandatory vs. advisory locksHard to detect mandatory vs. advisory locks
�� Invalidating Invalidating mmap mmap pagespages
�� AccessFlagsAccessFlags
�� Setting Security DescriptorsSetting Security Descriptors
�� Group field of 777 permissionsGroup field of 777 permissions
�� Add security code and DNS resolution helper code in kernelAdd security code and DNS resolution helper code in kernel
�� Efficiency of large scale directory notificationEfficiency of large scale directory notification
�� O_ACCESS flag maps poorlyO_ACCESS flag maps poorly
�� Many missing or hard to set flags (such as sparse file, accessMany missing or hard to set flags (such as sparse file, access

pattern hints)pattern hints)
�� AD Integration, AD Integration, WinbindWinbind/NSS integration/NSS integration
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Key name resolutions questionsKey name resolutions questions

�� Skipping NBT (RFC 1001 name service) - "pureSkipping NBT (RFC 1001 name service) - "pure
TCP" on port 139. Is always ok?TCP" on port 139. Is always ok?

�� In pure TCP - what should go in UNC path inIn pure TCP - what should go in UNC path in
tConXtConX?  IP address works but what about?  IP address works but what about
multiple servers on one port? *SMBSERVERmultiple servers on one port? *SMBSERVER
does not work for Win2Kdoes not work for Win2K

�� Does ipv6 address work inDoes ipv6 address work in tConx tConx path? path?

�� Are there cases in which Unicode translationAre there cases in which Unicode translation
should be disabled even though both server andshould be disabled even though both server and
client support it? (same codepage on each - howclient support it? (same codepage on each - how
can the client detect the server's code page)can the client detect the server's code page)



More name resolution ...More name resolution ...
�� Is there a recommend order for tryingIs there a recommend order for trying

address resolution? Big performance hitaddress resolution? Big performance hit
–– Probably not - many Unix/Linux clients mayProbably not - many Unix/Linux clients may

be satisfied with pure DNS resolutionbe satisfied with pure DNS resolution

�� Need for DFS support in more clients is aNeed for DFS support in more clients is a
given but ...given but ...
–– How do you locate the global root?How do you locate the global root?

»» DNS lookup of reserved domain specific nameDNS lookup of reserved domain specific name

»» LDAP query (Win2K seems to store it in both)LDAP query (Win2K seems to store it in both)

»» UDDI queryUDDI query

»» LocalLocal config config file (worst case for most) file (worst case for most)
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Reliability points to considerReliability points to consider
�� Three big issues:Three big issues:

–– Logon reliability, redundancyLogon reliability, redundancy

–– Redundancy of DFS rootRedundancy of DFS root

–– Redundancy of (especially r/o) resources usingRedundancy of (especially r/o) resources using
DFS replicasDFS replicas

–– Reconnection after transient TCP sessionReconnection after transient TCP session
failure without user intervention - transparentfailure without user intervention - transparent
to an application?to an application?

–– What if TGT has expired?  Can KDE orWhat if TGT has expired?  Can KDE or
GNOME prompt the user toGNOME prompt the user to reenter reenter the the
password or is a local service necessary?password or is a local service necessary?



Reliability points to considerReliability points to consider

�� It is a given that clients should leverageIt is a given that clients should leverage
DFS when available for reconnection -DFS when available for reconnection -
–– But how long can we keep info on replicasBut how long can we keep info on replicas

safely without asking for a referral again?safely without asking for a referral again?

–– What order should clients try to connect toWhat order should clients try to connect to
replicas?  Round robin in same subnet 1st?replicas?  Round robin in same subnet 1st?

–– And the mgmt API for DFS (And the mgmt API for DFS (AddRootAddRoot, etc.) is, etc.) is
only partially implemented ...only partially implemented ...



Reliability points to considerReliability points to consider

�� And how do we handle out of disk space onAnd how do we handle out of disk space on
write?  If storage is replicated can clientwrite?  If storage is replicated can client
initiate failover to replica?  Should serverinitiate failover to replica?  Should server
move directory, then drop session thenmove directory, then drop session then
generate referral on reconnection?generate referral on reconnection?

�� Should we add a new return code on writeShould we add a new return code on write
"ERR_FILE_MOVED" so servers can"ERR_FILE_MOVED" so servers can
auto-failover to another server that is lessauto-failover to another server that is less
full?full?
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VFS OperationsVFS Operations

�� RAMFS in Linux 2.4 is a good example ofRAMFS in Linux 2.4 is a good example of
a minimal, cleanly written a minimal, cleanly written filesystemfilesystem

�� Network Network filesystems filesystems unfortunately areunfortunately are
much more complicated for Linux seemuch more complicated for Linux see
include/include/linuxlinux//fsfs.h to see a complete list.h to see a complete list



VFS Operations (file ops)VFS Operations (file ops)

�� LlseekLlseek

�� ReadRead

�� WriteWrite

�� ReaddirReaddir

�� PollPoll

�� IoctlIoctl

�� MmapMmap

�� OpenOpen

�� FlushFlush

�� ReleaseRelease

�� FsyncFsync

�� FasyncFasync



VFS Operations (file ops part 2)VFS Operations (file ops part 2)

�� LockLock

�� ReadvReadv

�� WritevWritev

�� SendpageSendpage

�� Get_unmapped_areaGet_unmapped_area



VFS Operations (part 3) VFS Operations (part 3) inodeinode
opsops

�� CreateCreate
�� LookupLookup
�� LinkLink
�� UnlinkUnlink
�� SymlinkSymlink
�� MkdirMkdir
�� RmdirRmdir
�� MknodMknod
�� RenameRename
�� readlinkreadlink



VFS Operations (part 4) VFS Operations (part 4) inodeinode
opsops

�� Follow_linkFollow_link
�� TruncateTruncate
�� PermissionPermission
�� RevalidateRevalidate
�� SetattrSetattr
�� GetattrGetattr

�� And And superblock superblock operationsoperations
–– StatfsStatfs
–– UnlockfsUnlockfs
–– Write_superWrite_super
–– InodeInode_from__from_fhfh



Key Data StructuresKey Data Structures

�� Superblock Superblock matches ok (connected to CIFS servers)matches ok (connected to CIFS servers)

�� InodeInode is easy match except for 777 permissions (vs. is easy match except for 777 permissions (vs.
SecurityDescriptorsSecurityDescriptors) and to lesser extend) and to lesser extend
FileAttributesFileAttributes

�� File structure is ok match but missing File structure is ok match but missing AccessFlagsAccessFlags

�� Dentry Dentry structure is mostly transparentstructure is mostly transparent

�� Lock structure is reasonable match (behaviorLock structure is reasonable match (behavior
differences though) differences though) –– mandatory vs. advisory mandatory vs. advisory



Error codesError codes

�� Lists of error codes by SMB PDU areLists of error codes by SMB PDU are
nowhere near completenowhere near complete

�� Error mapping, especially from (large listError mapping, especially from (large list
of) NT STATUS codes to (smaller)of) NT STATUS codes to (smaller) errno errno.h.h
Posix Posix errors is errors is adhocadhoc

�� Out of band alerts, management API, CIFSOut of band alerts, management API, CIFS
client MIB etc. is possibility for futureclient MIB etc. is possibility for future
documentation and/or standardizationdocumentation and/or standardization



Subtle OS specific featuresSubtle OS specific features

�� Underdocumented Underdocumented and less understoodand less understood
features that affect the client are:features that affect the client are:
–– Reparse points (e.g. copy on write like linksReparse points (e.g. copy on write like links

used by SIS on Win2K among others)used by SIS on Win2K among others)
–– Symbolic links Symbolic links –– Unix extensions can be used Unix extensions can be used
–– Sparse file attribute bitSparse file attribute bit
–– Compressed and encrypted file attribute bitsCompressed and encrypted file attribute bits
–– Extended attributes and streams (tend to beExtended attributes and streams (tend to be

application/desktop specific).  Streamapplication/desktop specific).  Stream
mechanism itself is understood though.mechanism itself is understood though.

–– Everchanging Everchanging new new ioctlioctl and  and fsctl fsctl call and newcall and new
Transact2 Info levels Transact2 Info levels ……
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Performance points to considerPerformance points to consider
for clientfor client

�� For common cases in (at least) a typicalFor common cases in (at least) a typical
intranet - let's show (and fix if need)intranet - let's show (and fix if need)
–– Maximize parallelism from each clientMaximize parallelism from each client

–– Maximize client caching opportunitiesMaximize client caching opportunities

–– Minimize roundtrips fromMinimize roundtrips from clt clt to to srv srv
»» Command chaining - does it need improvementsCommand chaining - does it need improvements

ala NFS v4?ala NFS v4?

–– Minimize protocol overhead (frameMinimize protocol overhead (frame hdrs hdrs))

–– Latency when lightly loaded (timers ...)Latency when lightly loaded (timers ...)

–– Session establishment and auth overheadSession establishment and auth overhead



Performance points - what isPerformance points - what is
missing?missing?

�� Change open type -Change open type - rerequest oplock rerequest oplock (on (on
long opened file) without closelong opened file) without close

(Breaking news (Breaking news ……  ioctl ioctl discovered thatdiscovered that
seems to be for this purpose)seems to be for this purpose)

�� Do we need a new token/Do we need a new token/oplockoplock manager manager
to better handle replicas?to better handle replicas?

�� Secondary session (Secondary session (maxvsmaxvs > 1) - > 1) - rawVC rawVC or or
new RDMA secondary connectionnew RDMA secondary connection

�� Client timing/observations of server -Client timing/observations of server -
autotuningautotuning read-ahead and read-ahead and oplock oplock/lazy/lazy
close close behaviorbehavior



Performance points - what isPerformance points - what is
missing?missing?

�� Lots of distinct infrequently used longLots of distinct infrequently used long
paths are big problem for Linuxpaths are big problem for Linux

�� ... but could be tough to skip due to... but could be tough to skip due to
referralsreferrals

�� VnodeVnode invalidation tricky on client due to invalidation tricky on client due to
kernel cachingkernel caching

�� Are access hints on file sufficient? IsAre access hints on file sufficient? Is
something similar for directories needed?something similar for directories needed?



Data integrity in presence ofData integrity in presence of
data cached by client kerneldata cached by client kernel
�� Invalidating Pinned Invalidating Pinned mmapedmmaped pages are pages are

tricky invalidate_tricky invalidate_inodeinode_pages2() may help_pages2() may help
but not demonstrated since not directlybut not demonstrated since not directly
invoked by any invoked by any filesystems filesystems in 2.4in 2.4

�� What having a distinct lock protocol help?What having a distinct lock protocol help?

�� How to handle directory entry caching?How to handle directory entry caching?
–– One option is the notify One option is the notify SMBsSMBs

Performance issues unproven so ignored by mostPerformance issues unproven so ignored by most
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Security featuresSecurity features
�� MinimumMinimum

–– NTLM authenticationNTLM authentication

�� But we should be offeringBut we should be offering
–– Kerberos authenticationKerberos authentication
–– NTLMv2 & packet signingNTLMv2 & packet signing
–– Per file (server decides) signing and encryption (ala NFSv4Per file (server decides) signing and encryption (ala NFSv4

proposal) proposal) –– requires addition of new RC requires addition of new RC

�� The CIFS and Kerberos protocol should add support forThe CIFS and Kerberos protocol should add support for
–– Optional AES encryption (mostly a Kerberos issue)Optional AES encryption (mostly a Kerberos issue)
–– Optional per-packet privacy or mode widespread support forOptional per-packet privacy or mode widespread support for

SSL or dual transport SSL and TCPSSL or dual transport SSL and TCP
–– Are changes needed for Hardware assist for sessionAre changes needed for Hardware assist for session

establishmentestablishment



Security featuresSecurity features
�� For Linux For Linux filesysystems filesysystems in particular a choicein particular a choice

must be made early on must be made early on ––
–– Do all users get the same SMB UID when going to theDo all users get the same SMB UID when going to the

server (relying on local server (relying on local ACLs ACLs to prevent users fromto prevent users from
modifying server data)?modifying server data)?

–– Do you do a new SMB Do you do a new SMB SessSetupX SessSetupX for each new userfor each new user
of the mount point?of the mount point?

�� Complications Complications –– where do you get the password where do you get the password
(especially on implicit (especially on implicit dfs dfs connections)? Desktopconnections)? Desktop
to FS interactions not strong suite of to FS interactions not strong suite of UnixesUnixes
todaytoday

�� And And …… what about password during reconnect? what about password during reconnect?
Store in Store in cifs fscifs fs??
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For more information -For more information -
SecuritySecurity

�� Kerberos and interoperable authenticationKerberos and interoperable authentication
–– ProjectProject Pismere Pismere/MIT/MIT

http://web.http://web.mitmit..eduedu//pismerepismere/M/M
�� MIT MIT kerberoskerberos - -

–– http://web.http://web.mitmit..eduedu//kerberoskerberos/www//www/
�� HeimdalHeimdal Kerberos implementation Kerberos implementation

–– http://www.http://www.pdcpdc..kthkth.se/.se/heimdalheimdal/L/L
�� Luke Leighton's Book on DCE/RPC & SMBLuke Leighton's Book on DCE/RPC & SMB

–– '&(�53&�RYHU�60%��6DPED�DQG'&(�53&�RYHU�60%��6DPED�DQG
:LQGRZV�17�'RPDLQ�,QWHUQDOV:LQGRZV�17�'RPDLQ�,QWHUQDOV



For more information -For more information -
SecuritySecurity

�� WesterlundWesterlund, A and, A and Danielsson Danielsson, J,, J,
""HeimdalHeimdal and Windows 2000 Kerberos and Windows 2000 Kerberos
-- How to get them to play together",-- How to get them to play together",
USENIX 2001USENIX 2001

�� Swift, M andSwift, M and Brezak Brezak, J, "The Windows, J, "The Windows
2000 RC4-HMAC Kerberos Encryption2000 RC4-HMAC Kerberos Encryption
Type" Work in progress, draft-Type" Work in progress, draft-brezakbrezak--
win2k-win2k-krbkrb-rc4--rc4-hmachmac-02.txt-02.txt
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